Unlocking Value in a Low Oil Price Environment
Helping clients exceed production targets when CAPEX is constrained and OPEX budgets are reduced

As we look into 2015, with a soft and uncertain oil price environment, many Oil and Gas companies are reducing their capital programs. A major priority for many companies will be maximizing the margin performance of base production through:

- increased operating efficiency
- increased capital efficiency
- decreased operating cost

In the current environment, operating efficiency, capital efficiency and cost management have become increasingly important. Although current price conditions are not what anyone would desire, progressive companies will respond in a way that maximizes margin in the near term, while leveraging the external pressure to make sustainable changes in culture and capability for longer term efficiency and margin benefits.

"Many of our clients are discovering that substantial improvements in safety, production and costs can be achieved by maximizing the performance of the people who work there – something we refer to as "Human Debottlenecking™.""

and identifying and reinforcing common behaviors and leadership capability. Our approach helps leaders learn to enable their people to make critical decisions at the right level and frequency. Most importantly, we do this by leveraging your existing investments and improvement efforts without relying on major CAPEX investments to improve output.

Across every Oil and Gas organization, people need to believe that the potential for new learning and higher levels of performance are possible. The value of overcoming these perceived limits is not about a specific production target or utilization rate. It is connected to the value you create as a leader when your people challenge their limit on any given day, under any given circumstance they are presented with at that time, and achieve more than they thought possible. This mindset helps to remove barriers and enable your experts to do what they do best.
Evolve Partners: Your Partner for “Human Debottlenecking”

Evolve-based approach to driving production optimization

- Increase operating efficiency, increase capital efficiency and decrease operating cost
- Defect Elimination
  - DMAIC
  - Statistical Process Control
  - Root Cause Analysis
  - 5 Why’s
- Production Deferment Process
  - Target Setting
  - Loss / Deferment Codes
  - Opportunity Identification and Prioritization
  - Intervention Process

Value-based Interventions
- Decision process for well shut in or abandonment
- Exception based well interventions
- Resources optimized to address highest-value interventions

Integrated Operations
- Asset-centric control and decision hierarchy
- Centralized Control Integrated Planning
- Surface and sub-surface SIMOPS to minimize production losses

Evolve Approach

ENGAGING: Engage the entire organization at the outset of the program to conduct studies, identify tactical improvements, recognize behavior gaps and build and present the case for action to executive leadership. Coach stakeholders along the improvement journey.

STRUCTURED: Mobilize the improvement program across 4-5 themes: i.e. Reliability, Production Optimization, Project Execution, Leadership & Performance Management. These themes are chartered with outcomes, milestones, and results plans that are reviewed weekly.

EXPERIENTIAL: Align the improvement program design and the capability development of key reliability improvement tools and models directly around the actual improvement initiatives.

RESULTS FOCUS: Drive the program team towards a “First Result” to build momentum. Track and communicate results frequently. Share learnings and celebrate success.

TYPICAL RESULTS

- Improvement in output: 5-10%
  - Characterized by increase in direct operating efficiency, reduced day-to-day variation, reduced production loss during workovers and turnarounds.
- Improvement in return on capital: 5-20%
  - Characterized by better project selection, on-time and on-schedule project execution.
- Cost reduction: 5-30%
  - Characterized by more focused organizational structure, tighter controls and approvals, attacking spend trigger events, and decreased lease operating expenses.
- Best demonstrated production that EXCEEDS best demonstrated capacity with little or no CAPEX invested.

In a low oil price environment, operations executives are rarely forgiven for not meeting production commitments in the annual business plan even when CAPEX is constrained and OPEX budgets are reduced. Evolve’s people-focused, systemic approach helps clients meet and even exceed production targets despite the cost pressures driven by oil price volatility.

POINT OF VIEW

Typical Challenges

- Maintaining production levels requires exception based well surveillance and rigorous selection of sustaining CAPEX projects.
- Continuing the compression of cycle times in the midst of the instability caused by contractor rationalization.
- Delivering on commitments to investors by revising and communicating forecasts to maintain investor credibility.
- Motivating the workforce to deliver on promises with reduced workforce and resources.

Evolve’s people-focused, systemic approach helps clients meet and even exceed production targets despite the cost pressures driven by oil price volatility.
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Organizational Effectiveness
- Skills & capabilities, roles & responsibilities, area vs. functional based

Leadership & Performance Management
- Management Systems: Leadership Behaviors, Scorecards, Meeting Cadence

Environment, Health & Safety
- Supply Chain Management
  - Sourcing, Procure-to-Pay, Logistics and Materials

In a low oil price environment, operations executives are rarely forgiven for not meeting production commitments in the annual business plan even when CAPEX is constrained and OPEX budgets are reduced. Evolve’s people-focused, systemic approach helps clients meet and even exceed production targets despite the cost pressures driven by oil price volatility.